
Final Lesson Study Guidelines 

Use the following guidelines to prepare your completed lesson study for publication in the Lesson Study Project 

Showcase.  When you are finished, email a single Word or PDF file to catl@uwlax.edu. 

PART I: BACKGROUND 

Title Improving Group Discussions Using a Human Continuum 

Authors Wayne Bocher, Kate Hasenbank, and Jan Wellik 

Contact Wayne Bocher –  (608) 785-8424 

Discipline(s) or 

Field(s) 

Environmental Studies 

Submission Date September 13, 2011 

Course Name Introduction to Environmental Studies 

Course Description This introductory level course is the first course in the Environmental Studies minor, 

and is open to all students. Students are introduced to a variety of local and global 

environmental issues. 

 

This lesson addresses human population issues early in the semester. The average 

class size is about 30 students from a wide range of backgrounds. It fulfills a Gen.Ed. 

requirement, and contains a range of majors and levels from freshman to senior. The 

length of lesson was one day for the entire class period (about 85 minutes) and class 

was held inside and outside. 

Abstract The lesson study plan focused on population issues as the topic of discussion. We 

assigned a reading in preparation for the discussion, opened the topic with a turtle 

game activity, and transitioned from game results focusing on turtles to the broader 

discussion about the population issues. We utilized a prepared list of nine general 

population statements (e.g. “In a real crunch, jobs are more important than 

environmental quality”) to discern student agreement/disagreement on related topics, 

and then focused on the three statements that elicited the most diverse responses in 

order to promote an engaged discussion. We used a mix of individual writing, small 

group and large group discussion prior to whole class discussion to examine which 

style promoted more student participation. At the end of the class period, students 

were asked to complete an anonymous evaluation to help us gauge lesson success 

from the students’ perspective. 

 

Our findings to date from evaluation feedback and lesson observation include: 

utilizing small groups prior to whole class discussion is helpful for students and 

results in better participation; students enjoy interactive, experiential learning; 

students found the turtle activity effective as a warm-up to discussions on population 

issues; some students are not clear about the difference between a discussion and an 

argument. 

PART II: THE LESSON 

Learning Goals One of our goals as instructors is to engage students in group discussions centered on 

environmental topics. In doing so, we hope to increase awareness and help them 

develop critical thinking and reflection skills that extend beyond the classroom. The 

freshman we teach carry expectations of a lecture style classroom, and we have 

found they need help developing the skills for participating fully and openly in 

discussions. We also hope to improve our own teaching practices for facilitating 

discussions and improving the depth of knowledge our students take away from our 

course. 
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Lesson Plan Lesson Study plan: 

1) Assign population reading day before 

2) Hand out student consent form at beginning of class to be signed by students 

3) Play population game outdoors – turtle egg (15 min.) 

4) After coming inside, we discussed the results and implications of the turtle 

egg game as a way to transition to human population issues.  

5) Ask population statements: 11, 12, 15, 1, 3, 4, 6, 10, 16 and ask students to 

stand on a continuum line based on their personal viewpoints for each. (10 

min.) 

6) Instructor chooses 3 statements that were most derisive to use for the focus of 

the class discussions. 

7) In an effort to learn which style was most engaging with students, instructor 

used three different group size techniques: individual, small groups, and large 

group, before coming together for whole class discussion. 

8) Students first write individually. (5 min.) Then came back together as a whole 

class for discussion (10 min.) 

9) Students then break into smaller groups for discussion based on where they 

stood on continuum. (4-5 students/group). Students address: Why did you 

choose that position on the continuum? Each group makes a list. Then came 

back together as a whole group.  

10) Students then separated into two large groups – one for, and one against the 

selected statement. Then came back one last time as a whole group to discuss 

this statement and their viewpoints. 

PART III: THE STUDY 

Approach One instructor led the class and the other two authors observed the class, taking notes 

of their observations.  Observers noted gender, length of discussion, repetition of 

speakers, eye contact between students and instructor and peers, etc. 

Findings/Discussion Based on our student evaluation form which was distributed at the end of the class, 

we discovered several key points: 

 Utilizing small groups (both individually and in 4-5 person groups) before 

large group discussions, helped to facilitate more sincere, open discussion. 

 Students enjoy interactive, experiential learning. 

 Students found the outdoor turtle activity effective as a warm-up to 

discussion. 

 Students are not clear on the difference between a discussion and an 

argument/debate. 

 

Based on the Observers’ observations: 

 Physically asking students to move and take a physical position helped them 

to more firmly take a position on a controversial issue. 

 Discussion was more enhanced due to the experiential and interactive nature 

of the activity. 

 

Revisions for next time: 

 Lessen the amount of time students write down reasons for their positions (2 

min.) 

 Conduct the writing individually rather than in small groups (to save time). 

 Prep the day before on Ground Rules of Discussion. 

 Review what it means to have a class discussion in advance. 

References “7 Billion – Where do you stand” – Population Connection, 2010. Retrieved from: 



http://www.worldof7billion.org/teacher_resources#high_school_activities 

 

Brookfield, S.D. and S. Preskill (2005). Discussion as a way of teaching : tools and 

techniques for democratic classrooms. San Francisco : Jossey-Bass. 

APPENDIX 

Lesson Materials Student Consent form 

Student Discussion Evaluation form 

Study Materials Student Discussion Evaluation results 
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Lesson Study Project Informed Consent for Students 2011-12 
 
Project Title: Lesson Study in Promoting Good Discussion 
Principal Investigators: Wayne Bocher, Kathleen Hasenbank, Jan Wellik 
 
We are conducting a research project to explore how students learn concepts, ideas or abilities in this class. In 
keeping with the ethical standards for doing research with human subjects this consent form describes the 
project and asks for your permission to allow us to use information you produce during the class period for 
research purposes. Please read and sign the form. Feel free to ask questions about any aspect of the project.  
 
Purpose and Procedure 

 My participation involves taking part in class just as I would normally do in the course. 

 During the class period several instructors will be present to observe and record information about the 
day’s lesson. 

 
Confidentiality 

 The results of this study may be published in scientific literature or presented at professional meetings.  

 My information/data will not be linked with personally identifiable information. Names will not be 
attached to class observations and will be deleted from any written work collected during the class 
period.  

 My information will be confidential. Only the research team members will have access to the 
information collected during the class period.  

 
Possible benefits 

 I will benefit from the research project to the extent that I fully participate in the class period. 
 
Permission to Use Course Material  

 I agree to allow the researchers to use observations of my participation and my written work related 
to the lesson for research purposes. 

 I understand that my grade or my experience in the class will not be affected adversely whether I grant 
permission or not.   

 
Please sign the form 
I understand the project and grant permission to use my course material    
Participant:     Date: 
 
OR 
 
I understand the project and do not permission to use my course material 
Participant:     Date 
 
 
Researcher:      Date: 
 
 
Questions regarding study procedures may be directed to one of the principal investigators. Questions 
regarding the protection of human subjects may be addressed to the UW-La Crosse Institutional Review Board 
for the Protection of Human Subjects, (608-785-8124 or irb@uwlax.edu). 



Student Discussion Evaluation   (This is anonymous) 

 

1) Have you participated in a discussion format for a college class before today? 

a.  Yes b.   No 

Comments: 

 

2) Did you find the turtle activity to be an effective warm-up to the discussion? 

a. Very effective b.  Somewhat effective c. Not at all effective 

Comments:  

 

 

3) How much did you learn from the small group discussions? 

a. A lot b.  A little c. Nothing 

Comments: 

 

4) How much did you learn from the whole class discussions? 

a. A lot b.  A little c. Nothing 

Comments: 

 

 

5) How much did you participate in the small group discussions? 

a. A lot b.  A little c. Not at all 

Comments: 

 

 

6) How much did you participate in whole class discussions? 

a. A lot b.  A little c. Not at all 

Comments: 

 



 

7) As a learning experience, how would you evaluate the discussion 

a. Poor b. Fair c. Average d. Good e. Excellent 

Comments: 

 

 

8) What did you find positive (what worked for you) about today’s discussion style as a class format for 

learning? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9) What did you find negative (what did not work for you) about today’s discussion style as a class format 

for learning?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10) Was the instructor effective in facilitating the discussions? If not, please explain. 

 



Lesson Study Grant: Fall 2011 

 Student Discussion Evaluation  

 

 

Overall feedback:  

Utilizing small groups before a large group discussion is helpful for students 

Students enjoy interactive, experiential learning 

Students found the turtle activity effective as a warm up to discussion 

Students are not fully clear on the difference between a discussion and an argument 

Students participate more in small group discussion than large group 

 

 

1. Participated in a discussion format for a college class before: 

Yes – 25 No – 7 

 

2. Found the turtle activity to be an effective warm up to discussion: 

Very effective: 17 Somewhat effective: 13 Not at all: 2 

 

Comments:  

 Interesting to participate with class as a whole and talk to people I would never have 

talked to before. 

 Fun 

 Good ice breaker 

 It loosened people up and made the failures (of game) ok because it was shared. 

 Introduced topic well 

 Good opportunity to get outdoors 

 Somewhat vague relation to topic, but good overall 

 The activity definitely made me think 

 If we were kept on the separate teams throughout the process, I think we could have 

established a better connection making us more comfortable and willing to talk. 

 It gives a bigger picture to all of the issues our world is facing. 

 Great lead way into discussion of human population 

 

 

3. Learned from small group discussion: 

A lot: 10                a little: 21  nothing: 1 

 

Comments:  

 Great to hear everyone’s views 

 It gives me so much more insight from many different perspectives 

 I am pretty stubborn about my views but it was interesting to strengthen my 

points. 

 Interesting to find out how others feel on the same topics. 

 We all agreed – not much to learn. 

 There wasn’t a whole lot of time to talk. 



 I was just reminded that not everyone thinks the same way I do. 

 We didn’t have a lot of time in them. 

 They generally thought what I did. 

 

 

4. Learned from whole class discussion: 

A lot: 22 a little: 9 nothing: 1 

 

Comments:  

 Some people really feel strongly and passionate about topics 

 There were some new ideas presented that got me thinking. 

 I just feel like a lot of the kids who were outspoken really had no idea what they were 

talking about. It annoyed me. 

 Interesting to hear everyone’s viewpoint. 

 I listened more, and felt like a few people talked most of the time. 

 Some of the students debates made me change my mind on certain aspects of the 

argument. 

 Hearing everyone else’s thoughts and opinions helps me. 

 

 

5. Participated in the small group discussion: 

A lot: 16 a little: 16 not at all: 0 

 

Comments:  

 I didn’t talk, but I was actively thinking. 

 I shared my opinions briefly. 

 I tried to be very involved and get the ball running to get more ideas out. 

 I wanted my views known. 

 

 

6. Participated in whole class discussion: 

      A lot: 7                     a little: 16 not at all: 8  

 

Comments:  

 Extremely engaging, relevant, and vital discussion that should be taking place more often 

at UWL! 

 At times I got worked up about something I am passionate about so its difficult. 

 I couldn’t figure out a good counter argument. 

 

 

7. Evaluating learning experience of the discussion: 

Poor: 0            fair: 3 (of these 3, 2 said they had never participated in discussion at college 

before)             average:  4            good: 20                excellent: 5 

 

 



8. Positives of discussion: 

 

 I liked interacting with other classmates 

 Learned and heard different viewpoints on topics 

 Everyone was willing and open to discuss difficult topics 

 Good back and forth discussion 

 It was a lot of fun 

 Hearing everyone’s opinion I was able to pick and choose points that I hadn’t considered 

 Differing opinions and points of view 

 Worked in smaller groups so it was easier to discuss the topic 

 We worked in small groups and were able to jot our opinions down first to promote 

speaking. 

 That there was an activity leading up to the discussion and that there were subgroups 

within the large groups. 

 It was all opinion based and you chose a side and discussed with others who shared your 

same opinion. 

 That we went to small groups first. 

 Mind opening, thought provoking 

 Everyone had an opportunity to share their opinion 

 Everyone shared ideas that were new to me. Learned a lot. 

 The open discussion style 

 Interesting topics that many of us were passionate about 

 Listening and learning about others’ thoughts 

 Sitting on separate sides, just letting us talk about whatever we wanted 

 Nice to hear others opinions 

 People were respectful of others opinions 

 I learned valuable viewpoints from my fellow peers 

 Room for free argument and not hesitating to avoid the uncomfortable situations that we 

so dearly need. 

 The small group discussions, listening to big group discussions 

 Taking different sides 

 I saw different sides to an argument and changed my mind 

 Interesting viewpoints shared 

 It was comfortable 

 I liked how we all got our perspectives shown 

 

 

9. Negatives of discussion: 

 

 I kind of wish I had talked more 

 Same people arguing a point instead of friendly debate 

 People get a little heated 

 Kids didn’t know actual facts 

 Sometimes they were not even groups 



 Students going off in the wrong direction of discussion really downsized the initial goals 

of conversation. 

 I do not believe all participants had enough knowledge on certain topics to formulate 

accurate answers/ or opinions. 

 Not everyone shared 

 Professor should have cut off the conversation that went around and around earlier. 

 It started to turn into an argument. 

 Conclusions were not really reached. Some topics were more of an argument/heated. 

 Uneven sided 

 A few people took over. I felt small groups were more conducive for everyone 

participating. 

 Too big of a group, don’t like to argue in a huge group. Maybe if the class had been 

divided in half with two arguments. 

 Some people rambled on about the same thing 

 A lot of time they got off subject quickly, while others dominated discussion the whole 

time. 

 Lopsided sides 

 People force views 

 Got very off topic 

 Debate can get hot and heated. There is never enough time. 

 

 

10. Effectiveness of instructor: 

 Yes, taking a see what happens approach went well. 

 Yes, he stepped in when necessary to keep/stop discussions 

 Yes, very much so. He kept his opinions to himself and stepped in when needed. 

 Very good – let students talk and added in where needed. 

 Very effective 

 Yes – good questions 

 Yes, he let us go with limited interruptions 

 Yes, but I feel that one discussion went off in the wrong direction 

 Yes, I liked how there was very little input and just let it flow. 

 Buzz did a great job by commenting occasionally while standing by more. 

 I don’t think there was a moment where I forgot what the initial question was. 

 Yes, because he brought some other insights to the discussion 
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